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Thank you for being the front line of care!



Parents tell us...

“The lack of school and 
day care changes 

EVERYTHING”

“The blurred lines between 
work and home make it 
hard to feel like I can be 
successful at anything.”

“The biggest challenge is making 
sure we’re not only balancing, but 
not exhausting ourselves trying to 
work more and work harder 
because we think we’re 
shortchanging one side or the 
other.”

“I’m never “out of sight out of 
mind for my kids”; when I’m 

here they see that I’m ignoring 
them.”

“How do I handle the 
constant interruptions 
during the day??”



Chris
First time mother

Committed sales team leader who 
always exceeds goals

Took an extra 2 weeks to extend 
time before baby needed to go 
childcare

Confided that her wife is struggling 
with postpartum depression and 
their extended family is too “risky” 
to be helpful.

With COVID on the rise, is fearful 
about using childcare centers and 
feeling overwhelmed at finding a 
new option.



● EAPs
● Back-up child care
● Child care assistance
● Flex hours
● Remote work options
● “Bring Your Kid to Work”
● Access to coaches, resources, 

and educational programs
● Lactation programs
● Fertility and adoption 

assistance

What do 
you already 

offer?



Maximize your benefits

Emphasize the solutions available

Many employees aren’t aware of all 
benefits or how to access them

Clear communication
Centralized repository
Notify and encourage use of benefits

Provide ample lead time for schedule & 
policy changes



Pronabesh
Father of a toddler whose daycare 
just closed

Computer programmer who works 
with a development team that has 
frequent product launches

New-ish to area with small social 
circle; He is one of the first to have 
a child

Works from home and has no 
boundaries between work time 
and family time

Wants to be a more involved dad 
than his father but unsure how to 
do that



● ERGs
● Listening Sessions
● Slack channels
● Social events
● Gear Swap
● Parenting Power Hours
● Parent Programming

How do you 
build 

community?



Leverage the Community
Create a space for caregivers to connect 
to one another - virtual and in-person

Contribute to conversations to provide 
resources & benefits; and ask about 
community specific needs

Be an ally for parent-led initiatives: 
elevate, market, & fund groups and events 



Sarah
Mother of 3 school-aged, fully 
remote students

Each child has a different snack, 
break, and lunch schedule 
causing many interruptions

School ends at 2:30 or earlier with 
no after school activities available

Worried about navigating 
schedules, returning to the office, 
balancing work and family needs.

Any change in work schedule 
requires coordination for whole 
and lead time is appreciated



Creating Guardrails
Define boundaries and expectations; 
empower managers to find solutions

● Creates a level playing field for parents and 
non-parents

● Allows for individualized solutions with 
creative, responsibility flexibility

● Clarifies the needs of both the company and 
employee

● Opens communication and opportunity to 
provide or recommend additional resources



Finding Flexible Solutions
Review performance metrics for clarity and 
to be reflective of our new reality

Train supervisors to lead with empathy and 
provide them with support

Empower your managers to find 
individualized solutions (win-win)

Encourage senior managers and 
executives to lead by example



Your Working Parent Toolkit
www.soutiens.us/AOEP



What’s your next step?



Creating Parent-Friendly Workplaces

www.soutiens.us info@soutiens.us

http://www.soutiens.us

